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Glove   Particia Urquiola             2005

Technological leather with built-in padding 
is held taut by a light metal structure. 
This idea has produced a whole range 
of unconventional seating solutions, 
chair, chair with arms and armchair: 

flexible aerial surfaces at the service of 
comfort. Leather or fabric: fluid shape 
and continuous profiles where the detail 
of a curve creates a silhoutte without any 
additions or accessories.

Patricia Urquiola a legend of Italian design, cultivated and elegant, with an extrovert Spanish temperament. This is the secret to 
Patricia Urquiola’s success. A designer who has given new meaning to living, classic and informal, intimate and versatile. Like her 
chairs and armchairs, soft and undulating. Patricia Urquiola was born in Oviedo, Spain. After studying at the Facultad de Arquitetura 
in Madrid, she graduated in 1989 from the Milan Politecnico under the supervision of Achille Castiglioni. In 1991 she worked on the 
De Padova product development, where she met Vico Magistretti. In 1993 she opened a studio with partners M. de Rienzo and E. 
Ramerino developing interior, showroom and restaurant design. In 2001 she opened her own studio, taught seminars at the Domus 
Academy Designing Exhibition in Australia and started acting as a member of the jury in important international competitions such 
as the 19th CDIM Award. She still works as a designer for large companies, creating products able to catch the public’s attention.  
“I understand how much my design pleases the public by how many people touch it,” she says. “I need people to approach 
it, want to touch it. I like the object to inspire active curiosity.” Philippe Daverio is right when he says that tomorrow’s design is 
female, Spanish and colourist. Patricia Urquiola has created several designs and collections for Molteni&C. Glove is a seating 
family completely upholstered in microfibre, fabric or leather “worn” by a metal structure. Clip is an original double bed. The table 
Diamond won the Red Dot Award as best product for 2005.

The Chicago Athenaeum
Good Design Award 2007: Glove

Types

GSE1 GSE1 GSB1 GPO1

660 26”

chair
W 520 D 510 H 790
W 20 1/2” D 20” H 31 1/8”

chair with plissé cover
W 520 D 510 H 790
W 20 1/2” D 20” H 31 1/8”

chair with arms
W 550 D 510 H 790
W 21 5/8” D 20” H 31 1/8”

armchair
W 800 D 660 H 710
W 31 1/2” D 26” H 28”

460
18 1/8”

460
18 1/8”

460
18 1/8” 400 15 3/4”

Finishes
fabric
leather


